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Usually, it is forgotten.
Clouds alternate gray, off-gray.
If not that omen, bookbag straps
are the albatross. Lower back pain
and no critical thinking skills.
To think—

cushion the inevitable
fall onto the couch. You stop
to realize that this is—well, it is—
not the twist of a screw
into fiberboard, the solution
of each electric circuit equation
in one simultaneous cancellation,
but more like
a flower
blooming or not
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blooming, it doesn’t
matter which it is—it is—anyways
alive and red and overwhelmed itself.
Life happens like that.
Strange things emerge in some order,
and as long as we arrange them
according to time they seem
to make sense.
A clock
ticking the tune
to atomic time
must exist, but no matter
the engineering, the metal of its parts,
there is enough water in the air
that it will corrode,
the world
will eat it

into organic matter,
and it will bloom. Time stops.
Has this happened before? How many times
has the human race taken root, learned to count
the revolutions of the Earth, and folded over in time?
Were there fewer wars before?
Did love feel more real?
Wasn’t it better?
Usually, it is empty.
Grass dead on the quad.
Each step sucked into mud
along the too-early schlep to class,
the last place to be
thinking—
all at once in one
stroke of red.
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Sometimes, there is euphoria
like honey in the atmosphere,
sweet into each red cup of beer
and you feel
poppies
a field of poppies

Whisked in as if by conveyor belt, baskets hooked at elbow crooks,
they steer down aisles one through ten for an incisive look

and again, the penny-pinchers recalculate and reconsider—reshelf
the garish nail polish bottle. Who’s got the time anymore for herself?

Half-priced Huggies diapers. Feminine products: buy one, get one.
Five flavors of denture cream, 99 cents with Sunday’s coupon.

One young girl prowls kittenlike through cosmetics, leans in
for a tube of solution to the blackhead peaking through her skin.

The women grab up gallons of bleach, generic anti-nausea syrup,
paper towels, six packs of tonic water: necessities for the clean up

of the messes latent in their loved ones. What would they do
if not for blackberry stains, the mud, the misplaced shoes?

The fixer-upper, the slit-eyed hunter, the mother
line up, gather bags, shuffle out the automatic door.
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